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Modern Gadgets in Writing 

 In contemporary times, technology has impacted the human race to unimaginable extents. 

It has facilitated and promoted our innovative capacity in aiding the way we conduct our daily 

activities. Moreover, through enhanced creativity, it has led to the introduction of gadgets that 

seek to improve our educational systems. Particularly, new and better devices continue to be 

created with the mission of improving writing skills and changing the writing environment for 

the better.   

 The introduction of modern devices has influenced the writing environment in the sense 

that it has become more fun and less tedious. Traditionally, writers have had to carry with them 

heavy old laptops, but with the ultrabooks, the drag will be no more. A modern gadget such as 

the ultrabook enhances the writer’s skills by keeping power for long in addition to their 

lightweight. Subsequently, low consumption of power translates into more battery time for 

writing with less worry. Furthermore, some of the gadgets are made of illuminated keyboards 

that make it possible for the writer to write even in dark places (Ramey). In the same light, unlike 
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the traditional membrane made keys, modern gadgets are made of mechanical switches. For 

instance, the introduction of the Steelseven series 7G keyboard comes in handy for any writer 

wishing to improve his/her skills. Subsequently, there is increased tactile response over and 

above the response time. Additionally, the gadget comes with audio and USB ports which are 

among the common necessities for any writer (Iyogi). Besides, despite being in a tech savvied 

generation of writers, one still needs a decent and affordable scribbler. Apparently, it is common 

in writing for one to suffer from repetitive strains and cramps. For instance, modern gadgets such 

as the ergonomic Yoropen and the Fisher Space pen come in handy to solve this problem among 

writers. Additionally, some of the modern pens are enabled for the gel-ink refill (Beschizza). 

 In addition to creating a favorable writing atmosphere, modern gadgets have been of 

utmost importance to the writing fraternity as they have helped improve the quality of the texts 

being written.  Exemplary writing is characterized by good organization of the plot, dialog, 

character development, and story structure. In response, creative writing software has been 

designed to assist in writing. This will result in the publication of captivating and original stories 

in the local and international dailies. Indeed, writing will be well organized and possess 

appropriate style while at the same time adhering to the writing rules (Iyogi). Similarly, the 

introduction of modern gadgets has enhanced writers in sharing their works. Through the 

introduction of the Internet, it is easier for one to share his writing with a bigger and varied 

audience and receive feedback. In the same light, one receives positive criticism from other 

experienced writers and consequently uses the comments to improve and develop his skills 

(Beschizza). Also, a serene and silent location is among the core requirements for writers to 

produce quality works. A writer’s greatest enemy will always be noise. In the modern times, 

gadgets have been introduced that seek to put off certain sounds that may be a nuisance to the 
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writer. Notably, the noise-cancellation cans are designed to provide an oasis of silence for the 

writer regardless of the location. Subsequently, with this gadget, an author's creativity goes a 

notch higher (Ramey). 

 In conclusion, modern gadgets have revolutionized the writing community. They have 

introduced numerous improvements to the writers’ routines by minimizing hand strains and 

enabling work during long hours of power blackout. Besides, they are designed to correct 

common human errors by sharpening the writer's expertise. Indeed, modern gadgets will 

continue to improve and polish writing experiences. 
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